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Abstract 

 The Terror Rift is the youngest part of the West Antarctic rift system in the Antarctic 

interior. The Terror rift basin lies beneath the western Ross Sea near the Transantarctic 

Mountains. The rift has undergone multiple episodes of rifting, as evidenced by superimposed 

tilts of basin strata in fault blocks that define the rift. A younger tilt pattern has been 

superimposed on the rift around Ross Island, where the crust has flexed downward under the 

weight of young volcanoes. Mapping tilt directions provides a means to reconstruct the 

orientation of faults that produced tilt, and discriminate fault-induced tilt from younger flexure. 

This study is using seismic reflection profiles, imaging subsurface structure, to reconstruct tilts. 

Where two seismic lines cross, the true direction of tilt and the magnitude of tilt can be measured 

at multiple levels downward through the sequence of strata, such that changes in attitudes of 

bedding with depth can be determined. Maps of tilt directions from multiple crossing profiles for 

the time period marked by each seismic reflector will allow us to infer the orientations of these 

surfaces in 3D space. These orientations inform our knowledge of the dynamics of the episodes 

of rifting and volcano loading along the Terror Rift.  
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ridge as the normal component of a riedel shear system (fig. 2).  Because this interpretation 

predicts such a geometrical relationship between these faults of different senses, and because 

descriptions of stress ellipsoids and of fault senses of motion are directly linked to their geometry 

accurately constraining the orientation of regional faults is critically important in the study of this 

rift system.  However, several factors complicate the study of rift architecture in this area.  First, 

images of the sedimentary layers in the subsurface acquired by reflection seismology are sparse 

in the area. Additionally, the sedimentary structures related to rifting were tilted from horizontal 

by the fault structures that broke the crust during rift deformation.  A second phase of tilting was 

superimposed when the surface of the Earth flexed downward under the weight of the rift-

associated volcanoes that make up Ross Island and the Erebus Volcanic Province.  This study 

seeks to determine the nature of these structures and the stress conditions under which they 

formed. 

The West Antarctic Rift system is the manifestation of the extension taking place in the 

Cenozoic, and the Terror Rift is its most recent expression (Salvini et al., 1997).  The Cenezoic 

activity in the West Antarctic Rift system produced the Terror Rift, as first defined by Cooper et 

al. (1987). However, the dynamic and kinematic models for this rifting have not been extensively 

developed. 
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Fortunately, in my area of interest, some simplifications can be made.  At large scales, the 

compression of deeper crust by lithostatic pressure increases the speed at which it transmits 

sound waves, because of the increase in its bulk modulus, i.e. its resistance to compression. 

However, because I am dealing with reasonably shallow depths, it can be assumed that the speed 

of sound does not change in a given medium with depth.  Additionally, there are essentially only 

three acoustic velocities that I am obligated to pay attention to in this region – that of sea water, 

that of the basinal strata, and that of occasional volcanic intrusions.  The basinal strata in this 

region all have very similar physical properties, due to their similar compositions and genesis.  

Because of this, it is reasonably safe to assume one constant velocity for all observed 

sedimentary units.  Basinal strata are assumed to have an acoustic velocity of 2 meters / 

millisecond. The seawater above is assumed to have an acoustic velocity of 1.5 meters / 

millisecond. 

One wiggle trace represents the journey of one packet of acoustic energy from source, to 

sub-surface, to receiver. An impulse of energy, generated at the ship, travels down through the 

water until it hits the seafloor, where it is split into a reflected and a refracted component. The 

reflected component travels back up and is collected at the surface by the geophone. That 

particular packet of energy has traveled twice the depth of the water (down and back up), the 

value of which can be determined by dividing by two and multiplying by the speed of sound in 

water.  Meanwhile, the refracted component travels down through the upper-most rock units 

until it comes into contact with a strong reflector, where it is again split into a reflected and 

refracted component.  The reflected component travels back up to the seafloor, is 

reflected/refracted, and is received by the geophone.  This packet of energy has traveled down 

and back up through the water, but has also traveled down and back up through the thickness of 
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Selecting Fold-Outs 

There are several reasons a particular intersection might not be chosen for the creation of 

a fold-out.  The first is that the vertical traces A and B may not be placeable.  When solving for 

the attitude of the plane at the fold-line, it is important to pick and A and a B that are close to the 

fold-line, so that they are still representative of the local geometry. Further away, and the 

regional geology might see that a plane is not the best approximation, making the plane that is 

solved for less meaningful.  However, A and B cannot be placed too close to the fold-line or the 

sensitivity of the calculations increases dramatically.  All fold-outs from which data were 

collected had an appropriate place for A and B: close enough that they still represented the 

geometry at “Fold” and far enough away that +/- one pixel of vertical resolution along the wiggle 

trace corresponded to +/- one tenth of a degree in the calculations of alpha.  

Additionally, a good fold-out candidate is made of two profiles in which key reflectors 

have been traced.  If the reflectors are not traceable in one or more profiles, the calculations are 

impossible.  There are two reasons that a reflector might not be traceable on a given profile. 

These are (1) that the sought after reflector occurs below the first “seafloor multiple” or (2) that 

the seismic data is skewed by the presence of volcanics. 

 The first reflection that a geophone receives is the reflection straight back from the sea 

floor. However, that impulse of energy is not done.  The surface, being an air-water interface, is 

very conducive to the reflection of acoustic energy, as is the seafloor, a water-rock interface. 

Because of this, the source sound is reflected back and forth in the water column for the duration 

of the recording, showing up on the wiggle trace at regular intervals. At shallower depths, this 

interval is relatively short, yielding data that is highly obscured by the seafloor multiple.  
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Possibilities for Future Research 

 The reflectors observed in this study are able to be traced to two boreholes from which 

core has been taken (Wilson et al., 2012).  Incorporating this information into this study’s 

morphological description of the region could inform us about the timing of the imposition of rift 

and flexure structures. 

 Additionally, while the area in the immediate proximity of Ross Island is the most 

difficult to generate fold-outs in, it remains the most interesting, due to the double-rotation of 

strata by rifting and loading.  More data, obtained possibly by revised methods, should be 

acquired in this region. 
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ID Lat Long

1 ‐77.5256 165.746

2 ‐77.5053 164.8116

3 ‐77.5785 164.9171

4 ‐77.4285 165.9304

5 ‐77.2578 166.0304

6 ‐77.073 164.8765

7 ‐77.4328 164.887

8 ‐77.3112 165.4135

9 ‐77.3719 165.7486

10 ‐77.5534 165.2928

11 ‐77.2568 165.1182

12 ‐77.2188 164.6773

13 ‐77.4088 165.9682

14 ‐77.5257 165.7445

15 ‐77.6142 165.7008

16 ‐77.1944 165.2237

17 ‐77.477 165.7054

18 ‐77.1716 164.7414

19 ‐77.4234 166.0071

20 ‐77.1257 165.6651

Fold‐line Locations

A1



Fold Strike Dip DD

1 180.5288342 1.49110296 E

4 42.78110334 0.540163048 SE

5 285.6786544 0.266458982 SW

6 164.380171 0.509865624 NE

7 175.5284418 1.351838665 E

8 128.2750929 1.678253104 NE

9 162.2319149 1.104660957 E

10 183.2095364 3.267234601 E

11 183.0293105 1.724572165 E

12 23.92922083 1.037861348 E

13 316.0584907 1.021024084 NE

14 171.0118895 1.621736704 E

15 356.5249332 0.412098829 W

16 191.464212 0.910651399 E

17 150.8727817 0.672488038 E

18 161.1566611 0.149677448 E

19 255.0369708 0.680984278 NW

20 185.8346406 0.31540336 E

e‐1

A2



Fold Strike Dip DD

4 49.82192461 1.047752287 SE

5 173.2393516 1.615360703 NE

13 177.7109304 1.887658704 E

19 227.7915355 4.478283743 SE

sur a1‐1

A3



Fold Strike Dip DD

4 61.45404807 1.66530036 SE

5 177.4618079 1.253277069 NE

6 168.1821378 1.666730942 NE

8 143.6005868 3.319298198 NE

9 138.944904 3.501469277 E

13 152.9869718 3.296647321 E

19 227.1661601 8.106753925 SE

20 202.3079833 1.504255488 E

sur a2‐1

A4



Fold Strike Dip DD

1 178.6449123 1.642478194 E

2 167.0675816 1.685778777 E

3 158.9404455 1.882225073 E

4 65.81121996 1.738219885 SE

5 172.3977415 1.593018635 NE

6 171.5491707 1.840483699 NE

7 153.9884575 2.467278282 E

8 170.3448164 2.315083073 E

9 170.4603061 2.645225257 E

10 175.3442141 2.038720885 E

11 181.2856625 2.668708535 E

12 23.92922083 1.037861348 E

13 168.2706264 2.483998623 E

14 190.5539939 1.476248459 E

15 162.1216944 1.207365651 E

16 169.1087212 1.366010739 E

17 153.7568622 2.058845922 E

18 174.6044795 1.975013914 E

19 231.0776671 9.116627331 SE

20 148.3922418 1.352735976 E

h‐1

A5



Fold Strike Dip DD

1 167.2103411 1.896056313 E

2 177.8570303 2.437324597 E

3 152.3380092 1.624846764 E

4 57.72627467 2.608741419 SE

5 171.0040269 2.268200156 NE

6 176.2045584 2.672385755 NE

7 184.3990982 2.626956731 E

8 158.3296408 2.448841559 E

9 162.5804495 2.705816738 E

10 162.506417 2.206816099 E

11 175.0902337 2.6198378 E

13 164.9058163 2.352265267 E

14 161.9340233 1.830401848 NE

15 171.9684137 2.585228826 E

16 163.8268207 1.85410065 E

17 157.1639276 2.230850768 E

18 168.9927923 2.446657182 E

19 224.9640907 7.185348615 SE

20 132.5241144 2.919059281 E

h1‐1

A6



Fold Strike Dip DD

1 165.2861619 2.416633653 E

2 171.8666177 2.40797213 E

3 152.3369139 1.881018659 E

4 66.76943198 2.656081913 SE

5 168.6902816 2.009694981 NE

6 170.5634122 2.997692058 NE

7 183.1702241 2.233091904 E

8 125.9369142 2.652211082 NE

9 154.5551931 2.288775409 E

10 146.9141034 2.184643929 E

11 176.843155 2.716047697 E

12 166.6088973 2.540843364 E

13 171.0415806 2.348077566 E

14 158.0547063 1.911137832 NE

15 148.3488625 2.219768409 E

16 158.2269313 2.14635872 E

17 156.5481814 2.555350701 E

18 171.2630374 2.887820803 E

19 221.1292576 7.066092142 SE

20 141.1030496 2.456195502 E

sub h1 a‐1

A7



Fold Strike Dip DD

1 167.2485575 2.355410421 E

4 68.31908068 2.258754606 SE

5 167.6491702 1.761698154 NE

6 181.1322464 3.711148765 NE

7 180.6915381 1.901857382 E

8 159.1694631 3.370292517 E

9 154.9929662 3.413374626 E

10 189.0574747 4.009577492 E

11 170.7004841 3.335680974 E

12 163.6337063 2.939661734 E

13 158.3364344 2.736358677 E

14 154.8523919 2.075126804 NE

15 161.1852039 2.309459474 E

16 160.169562 2.575534299 E

17 157.840922 3.378938778 E

18 165.4700726 3.339018289 E

19 229.5687943 7.613975486 SE

20 148.569021 2.322088179 E

 sub h1 b‐1

A8



Fold Strike Dip DD

1 173.7582102 2.985201496 E

2 165.333144 4.178022069 E

3 156.3582874 4.082206025 E

4 52.21173241 3.083376574 SE

5 136.9568716 3.892482916 NE

6 170.8645601 3.779962311 NE

7 157.6065462 3.709544724 E

8 125.4572535 4.761296425 NE

10 175.4482674 5.552284207 E

11 169.8822849 3.323595766 E

12 167.3120015 4.210993403 E

13 174.8854111 2.08293354 E

14 156.6289283 3.596835337 NE

15 174.9883566 0.884261042 E

16 163.8567403 3.693223474 E

17 159.9343317 1.421048764 E

18 162.5031964 3.867893565 E

19 227.8997024 7.81520155 SE

w1‐1

A9
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